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Abstract
The institutional political crisis is posited to be the great risk to societies in the twenty-first century. The instability of democracy, increasing misinformation during electoral processes, and distrust by citizens are facts that are confirmed by studies
such as The Economist Intelligence Unit (2018) or Freedom in the World (2018). In the context of the most recent US election (3-N-2020), President Donald Trump activated a dialog focused on the denunciation of electoral fraud that mobilized
the masses and culminated in an assault on the Capitol. In parallel, Twitter has endorsed the role of journalism (@ABC, @
AP, @CBSNews, @CNN, @FoxNews, @NBCNews, and @Reuters) as a gatekeeper to lies on the Internet. The objective of
this study is to determine how the media treated the electoral process from their Twitter accounts, analyze which strategies
they adopted to combat Trump’s fallacy, and confirm the extent to which they contributed to the spread of this conspiracy
theory. Using a general sample of tweets (n1 = 3,577), we applied a comparative content analysis methodology with a triple
(quantitative–qualitative–discursive) approach based on the use of keyword indicators (n2 = 34,430). The results confirm
that the media offered verified content on the electoral process, used various sources, and avoided reproducing Donald
Trump’s delegitimization discourse. In general, they fought together against the theory of electoral fraud, misinformation,
and polarization of citizens, factors that have defined a scenario of doubt about the future of democracy.

Keywords
Political communication; Elections; Disinformation; Public sphere; Media; Fraud; Political polls; Democracy; Trump; Twitter; Journalism; Fake news; United States; USA; Political discourse; Political crisis; Fallacies; Conspiracy theory; Electoral
processes.
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1. Introduction
The most recent US election highlighted the disaffection of citizens with public institutions (Schulte-Cloos; Leininger,
2021; Bakker; Jolly; Polk, 2020). This reopened the debate on the effects of disinformation on politics and the risks
for representative democracy (Levitsky; Ziblatt, 2018; Mounk; 2018). Opinion polls (Balz; Clement; Guskin, 2021; Pew
Research Center, 2020; YouGov for The economist, 2020) have revealed that 70-80% of Republican voters believe that
Joe Biden’s victory was the result of electoral fraud. Donald Trump’s campaign, from the first face-to-face debate to the
official proclamation of the Democratic candidate as president, has been supported by a discourse denouncing and delegitimizing the election. The culmination of this was the incidents surrounding the assault on the Capitol (6 January 2021)
by a fraction of the Republican electorate (The New York Times, 2021), which became a media event of global interest.
Various arguments have been used to explain this event. Polarization (Neudert; Marchal, 2019) or the use of lies on
social networks (Crilley; Gillespie, 2019), with consequences for citizens (Bennett; Pfetsch, 2018), are influencing factors. Added to these is Trump’s use of cyber-rhetoric, a strategy that characterized the 2016 campaign and has been a
common feature of his mandate (Pérez-Curiel; Limón-Naharro, 2019). The leader has shown evidence of an authoritarian style and an ability to publish biased messages on race, gender, foreign policy, and attacks on the media in line with
extreme right-wing populism (Manfredi-Sánchez; Amado-Suárez; Waisbord, 2021; Waisbord, 2018; De-la-Torre, 2018).
In the most recent context, this candidate, who was voThe most recent US election highlighted
ted for by more than 74 million US citizens in the last
the disaffection of citizens with public
election (CNN, 2020), has constructed a narrative on
institutions. This reopened the debate
Twitter that is supported by a rhetoric of simplicity, emotion, popular appeal, and falsehood (Fuentes-Rodríguez,
on the effects of disinformation on po2020). To combat such misinformation, digital platforms
litics and the risks for representative dehave proposed a design for a plan of action against the
mocracy
uncontrolled use of false messages (Panetta, 2017). The
climax of this was reached when Twitter decided to permanently deactivate Trump’s account, claiming a provocative
attitude and levels of falsehood that exceeded those during previous elections (Roth, 2018). This result stemmed from
a previous announcement on the official Twitter blog (Gadde; Beykpour, 2020) warning that action would be taken
against anyone using the network to manipulate or interfere with elections or other civil processes. Based on this policy,
Twitter supports the work of certain generalist media outlets (ABC News, Associated Press, CBS News, CNN, Decision
Desk HQ, Fox News, National Election Pool, NBC News, and Reuters), promotes this alliance against lies, and advocates
trust in the information they disseminate about elections. In this way, journalism is confirmed as a bastion against disinformation and a weapon against falsehood, in the face of the confusion exhibited by the electorate according to public
opinion polls (CNN, 2020).
Under the hypothesis that the media should encourage a strategy on Twitter to dismantle Trump’s fraud discourse by
providing verified information on the electoral process, as the main tool to address disinformation, the following objectives are proposed:
O1: Use Twitter accounts to determine the topics, sources, and keywords used by the media to report on the electoral
process in the USA.
O2: Analyze the strategies of the media to counteract Donald Trump’s electoral fraud discourse after the election.
O3: Determine whether the media reproduce or prevent the dissemination of the theories of delegitimization and conspiracy of the leader in their messages published on Twitter.

2. Influence of cyber-populism, leadership, and public mobilization
The effects of platformization (Smyrnaios; Rebillard, 2019; Gerbaudo, 2018; Lockwood; Mooney, 2018) and the influence of misinformation on social networks (Crilley; Gillespie, 2019) have generated an environment of confusion among
citizens that reached its maximum level during the election in the USA. Public opinion pools (Pew Research, 2020) with
13,568 respondents, as well as other polls published by the media (Balz; Clement; Guskin, 2) have revealed that a high
percentage of the population questions the electoral result and indicate that
“6 out of every 10 Americans believe that Biden won the election legitimately, whereas 7 out of 10 Republicans
claim that he was not elected legitimately.”
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These polls, carried out more than two weeks after election day, reveal a clear division between the supporters of the
two candidates regarding the fidelity of the vote counting process.
The results demonstrate that Trump voters, who were already skeptical of the vote counting data, have become much
more skeptical since Biden’s victory. Although a majority of respondents (59%) consider that the electoral process was
handled correctly, only a fraction of Trump supporters (21%) believe in the procedure. Likewise, the report highlights
that a majority of voters (62%) define Trump’s behavior as excellent or good, while less than half (31%) give him a positive evaluation after the election. This snapshot confirms, on the one hand, the distrust of some citizens toward the
procedure that ratified the victory of Biden, and on the other, a reaction of the majority of those surveyed against the
behavior of the Republican candidate after the election.
Meanwhile, other studies (Jones, 2021) have reported a loss of support for Trump with respect to other American presidents in the post-election period (-12 points), with factors such as the delegitimization of the election, the effects of
the assault on the Capitol (January 2021), and the second impeachment process (February 2021), notwithstanding the
consequences of his management of the Covid-19 crisis.
An analysis of the antecedents indicates the rhetorical use
Trump has shown evidence of an authoof language as Trump’s strategy to construct a narrative
ritarian style and an ability to publish
tinged with far-right populism (Mudde, 2016). Comparibiased messages on race, gender, foson of the discourse in the two presidential elections in
which he has participated as a candidate reveals a rejecreign policy, and attacks on the media in
tion of the policies of globalization, integration, and the
line with extreme right-wing populism
establishment, of supranational entities such as the European Union (Mammone, 2009), and of groups such as immigrants and refugees, or Muslim culture (Wodak, 2015). In
addition, one should consider the dynamics of Twitter, which favors the spread of false messages and hate speech, thereby
generating informational disorder (Ott, 2017). Content that is championed by antidemocratic viewpoints and imitates the
work of the media and accredited professionals can become viralized (Wooley; Howard, 2016). These characteristics provide the backdrop to a leader who shows contempt for the press as an enemy (Waisbord; Amado, 2017), normalizing the
erosion of independent journalism with a consequent deterioration of democracy (Bennet; Livingston, 2018).
However, the feature differentiating these two processes is defined by the attack on the electoral system, using a narrative in which the theories of conspiracy and electoral fraud converge (Fajardo-Trigueros; Rivas-de-Roca, 2020), thus questioning the legitimacy of the result. This relies on a spectrum of strategies that intensify disinformation, propaganda, and
hoaxes in a context of crisis (Pérez-Curiel; Rivas-de-Roca, 2021), thus reigniting the debate on the role of journalism in
terms of social responsibility.

3. Journalistic codes of quality: challenges and risks in the face of misinformation
Information is a key element in the functioning of a healthy democracy. The provision of high-quality information to
citizens enables them to form an opinion and participate politically. Indeed, this is the primary purpose of journalism
(Kovach; Rosenstiel, 2007). However, the media system has been affected by a proliferation of channels and platforms,
the multiplication of information providers, an abundance of communication media, and increased competition (Casero-Ripollés, 2018). These factors condition the work of journalists as gatekeepers to disinformation and increase the
disaffection of public opinion with institutions themselves (Waisbord, 2018).
Journalistic work, which is key for the public to understand reality and strengthen the links between information and
democracy (Casero-Ripollés, 2020), is witnessing a moment of profound transformation that requires the promotion
of the hybridization and complementarity of traditional and digital media (Chadwick, 2017; Dutta-Bergman, 2004). In
this scenario, in collaboration with social platforms, one of the objectives of the media when reporting on the 2020 US
electoral process was to strengthen a common information policy on social networks, capable of articulating the public
sphere (Habermas, 2006) and, in turn, disarticulate the discourse of conspiracy and lies (Kaiser, 2020).
During the 2016 election, the Washington Post gave Trump the maximum score on their dishonesty scale (four “Pinocchios”), observing that 64 of his statements were totally false, while other newspapers such as USA Today, The Boston
Globe, The Wall Street Journal, and The New York Times complained about the candidate’s account on Twitter (Pérez-Curiel; Limón-Naharro, 2019) but failed to impact the electoral results. During the 2020 election, a group of media and news
agencies (@ABC, @AP, @CBSNews, @CNN, @FoxNews,
@NBCNews, @Reuters) promoted journalistic quality as a
Twitter warned that action would be
fundamental principle from their Twitter accounts (Pelletaken against anyone using the network
grini; Múgica, 2006). According to this dynamic, informato manipulate or interfere with elections
tion prevails over interpretation and opinion in the treator other civil processes. Based on this
ment of issues, source checking is increased, elements of
political bias that position the media in favor or against
policy, Twitter supports the work of cerTrump are avoided, while a discourse based on facts is fatain generalist media outlets
vored over declarative journalism.
e300619
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Ultimately, these are ethical codes (Romero-Rodríguez;
Trump voters, who were already skeptiDe-Casas-Moreno; Torres-Toukoumidis, 2016) that
cal of the vote counting data, have beweaken Trump’s discourse of electoral fraud in a society
come much more skeptical since Biden’s
that is exposed to increasing misinformation (Bennett;
victory
Livingston, 2018), and mistrust in traditional media, because of the effects of political polarization and the fragmentation of a media environment offering wide choice (Van-Aelst et al., 2017). The latest post-election polls (Jones, 2021)
highlight a loss of support for the Republican candidate among the electorate, related to factors such as the delegitimization of the election, the effects of the assault on the Capitol (January 2021), and the second impeachment process (February 2021), notwithstanding the consequences of the management of the Covid-19 crisis. All of this occurred in a climate
of disinformation that permeated the electoral context from the beginning and favored the opportunity for conventional
media to converge with digital media, to reconnect with the audience and offer verified information on public affairs.
In this dilemma, an effect opposite to what was hitherto known as confirmation bias theory can occur. According to this
principle, users believe in false information circulating on the Internet as a way of confirming their own beliefs, without
a rational analysis of the facts (Pennycook; Rand, 2018). In addition, they trust the editorial lines of ideologically related
media that fit with their preconceived ideas while discarding other information (Sanz-Blasco; Carro-de-Francisco, 2019).
In complex and risky news scenarios linked to health and political crises such as those that defined the US election, the
primacy of traditional media calls into question theories about the reduction of their influence in the current political
information environment. The media thus recover their right to be heard, recovering part of their journalistic authority
(Carlson, 2017), while the public opts for established information sources with a long history (Esser et al., 2012) that
exhibit truthfulness and reliability (Palau-Sampio; Gómez-Mompart, 2015). Far from dispensing with social networks,
the media have opted to join a mode of reporting that maintains ethical and quality principles as a differential element
with respect to the disinformation of political leaders, anonymous users, and new mediatized voices (Pérez-Curiel; Velasco-Molpeceres, 2020) that pose a challenge to journalism.

4. Methodology
In this scenario of profound changes in the media system and the behavior of public opinion in the face of disinformation, it is important to determine the role that journalism played during the US election process, which production
patterns prevailed, and the extent to which they contributed to the dissemination of or counteracting Donald Trump’s
discourse on conspiracy and electoral fraud as well as the effects on democratic stability.
Starting from this approach, the following research questions are thus posed:
RQ1. How prominent is Trump’s theory of electoral fraud in media coverage on Twitter?
RQ2. What indicators of journalistic quality do the media apply to report on the US election process?
RQ3. To what extent did media activity on Twitter help spread or defuse Trump’s conspiracy theory?
Considering these three premises, a quantitative–qualitative (Silverman, 2016; Krippendorff, 2004) and discursive
(Flowerdew; Richardson, 2017; Van-Dijk, 2015) methodology of comparative content analysis is applied, based on
keyword indicators (Vázquez-Cano; Fombona; Bernal, 2016).
The social network Twitter was chosen to carry out this
The Washington Post gave Trump the
research because of its high relevance for political commaximum score on their dishonesty scamunication during election periods (Alonso-Muñoz;
Marcos-García; Casero-Ripollés, 2016; D’Heer; Verdele (four “Pinocchios”), observing that 64
gem, 2015) and because it is considered to be a key reof his statements were totally false
source for the viralization of Donald Trump’s propaganda
(Ott, 2017; Enli, 2017). The tracking of tweets was carried out using the T-Hoerder17 application (Congosto; Basanta-Val;
Sánchez-Fernández, 2017). This package consists of a set of open-source software resources that both enables the
downloading and processing of information from Twitter and facilitates the use of analysis tools and visualization for
networks. The statistical software used for the data analysis is IBM SPSS (version 25). Intercoder reliability is calculated
using Scott’s Pi formula, reaching an error level of 0.98.
The measurement process started with an analysis of the messages of those media considered by Twitter to be accredited sources of information for monitoring and scrutiny of the US electoral process:
- ABC News (@ABC)
- Associated Press (@AP)
- CBS News (@CBSNews)
- CNN (@CNN)
- Fox News (@FoxNews)
- NBC News (@NBCNews) and
- Reuters (@Reuters).
e300619
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The selection criteria for the sample were determined on the basis of the decision of the social
network Twitter to address the increase of misinformation during the US presidential election.
To achieve this, Twitter selected a series of US
media as official sources regarding the process
of the electoral vote counting process (Gadde;
Beykpour, 2020). These are generalist media
that have teams of journalists, political scientists, and sociologists who monitor and screen
the vote counting, as well as portals exclusively
specialized in polls, such as Decision Desk HQ and
the National Election Pool. However, the latter
websites were finally excluded from the measurements herein, since they are not considered to
be general information media.

Table 1. Ideological position of the audiences of the studied media
Media outlet

Democrats

Republicans

Difference between Democrats
and Republicans

Media groups appealing to a left-wing audience
CNN

33

13

20

Media groups appealing to a mixed audience
NBC News

26

17

9

ABC News

23

17

5

CBS News

23

18

5

Media groups appealing to a right-wing audience
Fox News

9

41

-32

Source: Pew Research Center (2021)
Table 2. Indicators of hypertextuality, subject matter, and discursiveness

According to a report published by Pew Research
Diffusion
Subject and content
Discursive indicators
indicators
indicators
Center in 2021 on the news coverage during the
first 60 days of Joe Biden’s presidency, the ideoloInformation content
Retweets
Electoral process
Specific theme
gical composition of the selected media audienComments
Electoral fraud theory
Information source
ces is very close to the center (Table 1). However,
Likes
Response mechanisms
Information bias
the profile of Fox News viewers is clearly conservative or with a Republican tendency compared
with the other media outlets, while CNN viewers identify themselves with a liberal or Democratic position, and ABC
News, CBS News, and NBC News have mixed audiences. Regarding the agencies (Associated Press and Reuters), it must
be borne in mind that these are international organizations with an ethical code that includes the objectivity and truthfulness of the information that they provide to a set of media with diverse ethical, political, and ideological bases
(Caldera-Serrano; Nuño-Moral; Zapico-Alonso, 2004).
To analyze the response of these media to tweets focused on the delegitimization of the election result, those publications that used the word “Trump” or mentioned his personal account (@realdonaldtrump) were selected. The time
frame extends from the date of the speech given by the Republican candidate on the night of the presidential election,
in which he refused to accept his defeat (04/11/2020 at 02:20 EST), until the official proclamation of Joe Biden as President-Elect of the USA (07/01/2021 at 3:40 AM EST).
The general sample of tweets (n1 = 3,577) was subjected to a first thematic categorization, yielding a specific sample (n2
= 2,222) that included only messages related to the electoral process. From these constants, a coding manual was designed, including ten variables (Table 2) that correspond to the threefold comparative content analysis and enabling, using
the SPSS statistical program, the generation of contingency or crossover and frequency tables.
For the quantitative analysis, a series of simple quantification variables were used, grouped into indicators of the dissemination of the tweets, such as the number of retweets, the number of likes, and the number of replies. To calculate
the capacity for viralization and the influence of the tweets, a formula applied in previous studies (Carrasco-Polaino;
Villar-Cirujano; Tejedor-Fuentes, 2018), which assigns twice the value to retweets compared with likes, was chosen.
This is motivated by the fact that Twitter gives greater visibility to retweets and increases their dissemination capacity by
presenting them on the timeline of the person who published it. This formula is based on the sum of likes and retweets
multiplied by 2, divided by the number of tweets published.
Viralization capacity = (SUM of retweets * 2 + SUM of likes) / SUM of tweets published

On the basis of this equation for this first metric, a second formula was established by dividing the number of replies by
the number of tweets. The aim here is to measure the conversation thread of the audiences with respect to the messages published by the media on their Twitter accounts.
Ability to generate debate = SUM of replies / SUM of tweets

For the qualitative analysis, variables related to the theme and focus of the tweets were included. Thus, on the basis of a
first reading of all the published tweets and considering the most frequently repeated brands or the presence of keywords,
a catalog of specific topics linked to the electoral process was drawn up (vote counting, legal appeals, Electoral College,
transfer of power, political parties, riots, confrontation with the media, runoff election in Georgia, and others). In addition,
the angle of the journalistic activity was analyzed, as well as whether the content of the texts was mainly informative, ine300619
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terpretive, or opinion. Moreover, the construction of the
message was also taken into account, as well as whether
it was supported by information produced by the media
itself or by statements from experts, Donald Trump, Joe
Biden, or other political leaders. In addition, the type of
bias inherent to the information on Trump was analyzed,
understanding this as the tendency or inclination of the
media against a particular political cause (Gunter, 1997),
and it was determined whether the position adopted by
the media was positive, negative, or neutral.

Far from dispensing with social networks,
the media have opted to join a mode
of reporting that maintains ethical and
quality principles as a differential element
with respect to the disinformation of
political leaders, anonymous users,
and new mediatized voices that pose a
challenge to journalism

Finally, discursive analysis was carried out on the basis of the linguistic methodology of lemmatization (Vázquez-Cano;
Fombona; Bernal, 2016; Mancera-Rueda; Pano-Alamán, 2014; Bernicot et al., 2014), using keywords (Sánchez-Saus, 2018;
Duque, 2014), selected and combined using AntConc software (Anthony, 2021). This procedure consists of grouping under
an inflected form (lemma) all the possible forms of the same word (plural, feminine, and conjugations). In addition, a stoplist was applied to exclude frequent words, which lack semantic significance and bias, such as prepositions, conjunctions,
determiners, or auxiliary verbs. From the specific sample (2,222 tweets), a general corpus of terms (34,430) was constituted, from which keywords presenting a higher frequency in the tweets (100) were selected and their different combinations
studied. This procedure enabled us to organize the sample by thematic categories, identify the language codes used by the
media, and determine the possible equivalence with the terms used by Donald Trump on Twitter.

5. Analysis and discussion of results
The statistical analysis of the data was structured based on the metric indicators of the dissemination of messages, indicators of thematic qualification, and indicators of discursiveness, considering the use of keywords. The process involved
two phases:

Phase 1: General sample descriptors
The general sample of the study comprised 3,577 tweets about Donald Trump, published from election night until the
official proclamation of Joe Biden as President-Elect of the USA and distributed among the seven analyzed media: ABC
(634 tweets, 17.7% of the total), Associated Press (235, 6.6%), CBS News (657, 18.4%), CNN (632, 17.7%), Fox News (220,
6.2%), NBC News (626, 17.5%), and Reuters (626, 17.5%). These figures confirm that the sampling was representative,
enabling comparisons to be made between the different profiles and results to be obtained at the global level.
The data indicate less activity from the AP (6.6%) and Fox News (6.2%) accounts compared with the others composing
the studied corpus. This effect is more notable in the case of the Fox News television network, which generally shows
significant levels of activity on this social network. Beyond issues related to journalistic criteria, the Fox News data could
be related to Donald Trump’s criticism of this media group. In the final stage of the election process, this media outlet
with a conservative ideology and close to the candidate in previous elections joined the recognition of Biden’s victory,
thus rejecting the theory of electoral fraud of the erstwhile president.
Regarding the general theme of the tweets published
In the final stage of the election process,
about Trump (Table 3), note that these media outlets
Fox News outlet with a conservative
focused their attention on the US electoral process
ideology and close to the candidate in
(62.7%), overshadowing the rest of the US federal government’s political agenda. It is relevant that, in the midst
previous elections joined the recogniof the pandemic and before the start of the vaccination
tion of Biden’s victory, thus rejecting the
rollout, news related to Donald Trump’s management of
theory of electoral fraud of the erstwhile
Covid-19 only accounted for 9.4% of the publications by
president
the media. Along the same lines, issues of public interest to citizens, such as security (5.9%) or the economy
(3.7%), and others typical of the White House’s everyday agenda, such as international relations (6.1%), were relegated
to the background. It is thus confirmed that the studied media accounts on Twitter emphasized the issue of the presidential election, the verification of the results, and the appointment of the new president, in a context, compared with
other elections, marked by the delegitimization attempt promoted by Trump.
Crossing the general theme variable with each of the studied media reveals that the ABC (76.2%) and CBS (75.2%) television networks provided greater coverage of the electoral process, while the Associated Press agency (45.5%) dedicated
least space to this topic. Another striking aspect is that the Reuters agency is the medium that gave the greatest importance to international relations (13.9%), while the Associated Press focused on information related to Covid-19 (15.3%)
and safety (11.1%). It follows that news agencies, given their informational function, select themes beyond the electoral
battle, being related to the management and involvement of Donald Trump in other government affairs.
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Table 3. Categorization of general themes according to the communication medium
Medium
General subject
Electoral process

Security

Economy

Covid-19

Environment
International
relations
Others

Total

ABC News

AP

CBS News

CNN

Reuters

Total

483

107

494

311

133

321

394

2,243

76.2%

45.5%

75.2%

49.2%

60.5%

56.0%

62.9%

62.7%

28

26

28

44

8

50

28

212

4.4%

11.1%

4.3%

7.0%

3.6%

8.7%

4.5%

5.0%

13

8

16

27

16

12

41

133

2.1%

3.4%

2.4%

4.3%

7.3%

2.1%

6.5%

3.7%

61

36

43

64

20

55

58

337

9.6%

15.3%

6.5%

10.1%

9.1%

9.6%

9.3%

9.4%

4

7

7

20

0

12

10

60

0.6%

3.0%

1.1%

3.2%

0%

2.1%

1.6%

1.7%

16

12

24

43

6

29

87

217

2.5%

5.1%

3.7%

6.8%

2.7%

5.1%

13.9%

6.1%

29

39

45

123

37

94

8

375

% within medium

4.6%

16.6%

6.8%

19.5%

16.8%

16.4%

1.3%

10.5%

Count

634

235

657

632

220

573

626

3,577

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Count
% within medium
Count
% within medium
Count
% within medium
Count
% within medium
Count
% within medium
Count
% within medium
Count

% within medium

Fox News NBC News

Chi-squared tests
Value

Df

Asymptotic significance (bilateral)

Pearson chi squared

a

419,194

36

0

Likelihood ratio

429,284

36

0

Linear to linear association

27,085

1

0

N of valid cases
a

3,577

Two entries (4.1%) are expected to have a count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.69.

The study of the tweets related to information about
Donald Trump published by the media each day within
the time sample reveals a progressive decrease in information related to Trump and the electoral process
(Graph 1). A first stage is observed (from 04-11-20 to
13-11-20) in which the political turmoil surrounding
vote counting attracted the attention of the media.
However, in a second stage, once the electoral results
were confirmed in the different states and Joe Biden’s
victory was consolidated, the media decided to pay
more attention to other issues related to the political
management of the White House. In fact, during the
second half of December, information on the electoral
process was practically absent.
This trend strengthened after the Electoral College
vote (14/12/20) and was only disrupted in the days
(4/1/21 to 6/1/21) before the formal proclamation in
Congress of Joe Biden as President-Elect of the USA.
Image 1. Tweet from the AP agency about the proclamation of Biden’s victory.
The data also reflect the extensive media coverage suhttps://twitter.com/AP/status/1325112826072084480
rrounding the assault on the Capitol in Washington,
DC, a conflict that highlighted a crisis of the US constitutional system itself and can be considered to mark the end of
the Trump presidency. In short, the results highlight that, despite the erosion he suffered after his electoral defeat and
his attempt to delegitimize the results, Donald Trump continued to be a key figure on the US media scene, since except
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Graph 1. Frequency distribution according to publication date indicator

during festive periods, such as the Thanksgiving (26/11/20) or Christmas holidays, he retained an important presence
on the media agenda.

Phase 2: Specific sample descriptors
To enable deeper analysis of the media dissemination of the discourse on the delegitimization of the results championed
by Trump, a specific sample (n2 = 2,222) was obtained by a thematic categorization of the general sample to identify messages related exclusively to the electoral process. These publications were analyzed using different indicators to measure
the dissemination of tweets and their ability to generate a conversation with users (1), specific topics about the electoral
process (2), and discourse frames based on coding keywords (3).
Interactivity indicators
The analysis of the theme variable enables the determination of the impact that these publications referring to Donald
Trump had on the global conversation on Twitter and thus the importance that digital users attached to the debate on
electoral fraud driven by the Republican candidate. The monitoring confirmed that these tweets generated a high level
of interactivity, in terms of both retweets as well as likes or replies.
Table 4. Metric contingency and viralization capacity on Twitter depending on the communication medium
Medium
ABC

AP

CBS News

CNN

Fox News

NBC News

Reuters

Total

16.6 M

15.1 M

8.1 M

53.3 M

20.1 M

8.4 M

23.3 M

144.9 M

Tweets (total)

472

105

493

311

132

320

389

2,222

Replies (average)

221

466

259

668

1,114

215

153

344

Retweets (average)

301

2,473

254

755

633

483

304

503

Likes (average)

1,279

6,574

975

3,547

3,289

1,234

731

1,796

Viralization

1,881

11,520

1,483

5,057

4,555

2,200

1,339

2,803

221

466

259

668

1,114

215

153

344

Followers

Debate ability

To determine the capacity for viralization and influence of the tweets, a previously verified formula was chosen (Carrasco-Polaino; Villar-Cirujano; Tejedor-Fuentes, 2018), which assigns twice the value to retweets compared with likes
and divides them by the total number of tweets. In this regard, the data (Table 4) revealed greater participation of the
community of followers of the Associated Press (11,520), CNN (5,057), and Fox News (4,555) accounts. On the basis of
these results, it is observed that the leading role of the AP agency results in a thread of tweets (Image 1) related to the
proclamation of Biden as the winner of the election, reaching significant virality rates on the network and producing
more than 387,000 likes, 175,000 retweets, and 15,000 replies.
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Image 2. CNN tweet from the first lady advising Trump to accept his defeat.
https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1325495559877177344

Image 3. Fox News tweet proclaiming Biden’s victory over Trump
https://twitter.com/FoxNews/status/1325117280670388226

The results for the liberal chain CNN should be interpreted considering that its number of followers (53.3 million) is six
times higher than that of other networks such as CBS or NBC. However, the case of Fox News is different since the high
viralization of its publications (4,555) is combined with a great capacity to generate replies (1,114), being almost four
times the average value (344). One of the possible causes could be related to the confrontational attitude of Trump and
his followers toward this conservative chain after its recognition of Biden’s victory.
At a global level, the metrics confirm the high activity of digital audiences in following the electoral process, with an average of 504 retweets, 1,796 likes, and 344 replies for each message analyzed. As a consequence of the political conflict,
the participation and interaction of the public with the information disseminated by the media increased. In addition,
the data confirm that, in this type of massive conversation, the capacity for viralization or to generate debate depends
on not only the number of followers (Cha et al., 2010) but also other factors such as transmedia consumption (Rost;
Bernardi; Bergero, 2016). This is reflected, for example, in the fact that the data from the international agency Reuters
(with 23.3 million followers) are notably lower than those for the US television networks NBC News (8.4) or CBS News
(8.1), with almost one-third of the followers.
Thematic indicators and categorization of content and bias
From a first reading of all the tweets published about the electoral process and considering the most often repeated thematic topics, as well as the presence of keywords, a catalog of specific topics related to the vote counting, the election,
and the constitutional procedure was drawn up for the US presidential election. These data (Table 5) reveal many messages related to the electoral process, such as the election and the certification of votes (28.2%), as well as legal appeals
(13.7%) and the transfer of power (11.7%). Meanwhile, the positioning of political leaders (11.1%), the riots (7.4%), and
the confrontation between the media and Trump (1.9%) took a second place. The thematic analysis of the specific sample thus revealed that the media addressed the attempts to delegitimize the election results by disseminating verified
information based on data from the electoral process. Within this dynamic, they avoid reproducing messages on the
subject of conspiracy and electoral fraud that could increase uncertainty among citizens..
On the other hand, crossing the variables of specific theme and communication medium reveals the importance given
by each media group to specific issues related to the electoral process. Although messages related to the vote counting,
the election, and the certification of its results received the highest coverage from all the analyzed media, the focus on
this matter was much higher for the CBS (38.7%) and NBC (33.4%) networks.
One of the aspects for which the greatest variation was detected is the process of the transfer of power between the
Trump and Biden teams. It is striking that the liberal channel CNN (17.7%) showed the greatest interest in this, while
the conservative Fox News (0.8%) practically ignored the issue. In this regard, one can observe that differences appear
between the media with more disparate ideologies, possibly indicating the degree of interest of their audiences in the
transfer of power between the administrations.
In addition, it was also found that both channels showed the greatest interest in the conflict between Donald Trump and
the media. In this regard, it was observed that, after recognizing the triumph of Joe Biden, the conservative Fox News
(5.3%) joined the liberal CNN (4.5%) in its confrontation with the Republican magnate, compared with other media outlets that ignored this confrontation.
The figures on the importance given to other aspects such as the positioning of political leaders, the riots, or the runoff
election in Georgia reveal that the US media exhibited great variety in the composition of the thematic agenda. One
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Table 5. Indicator of specific topics depending on the communication medium
Medium
Specific theme
The election
Legal or
administrative
appeals
Electoral College

Transfer of power

Count
% within medium
Count
% within medium
Count

CNN

Fox News

NBC
News

Reuters

91

21

191

93

31

107

93

627

19.3%

20.0%

38.7%

29.9%

23.5%

33.4%

23.9%

28.2%

86

17

61

44

17

25

54

304

18.2%

16.2%

12.4%

14.1%

12.9%

7.8%

13.9%

13.7%

Total

8

4

4

17

4

18

9

64

3.8%

0.8%

5.5%

3.0%

5.6%

2.3%

2.9%

57

16

59

55

1

28

45

261

12.1%

15.2%

12.0%

17.7%

0.8%

8.8%

11.6%

11.7%

65

8

28

26

26

24

70

247

13.8%

7.6%

5.7%

8.4%

19.7%

7.5%

18.0%

11.1%

16

14

39

15

4

41

36

165

3.4%

13.3%

7.9%

4.8%

3.0%

12.8%

9.3%

7.4%

10

1

2

14

7

1

7

42

2.1%

1.0%

0.4%

4.5%

5.3%

0.3%

1.8%

1.9%

18

2

30

27

6

8

27

118

% within medium

3.8%

1.9%

6.1%

8.7%

4.5%

2.5%

6.9%

5.3%

Count

121

22

79

20

36

68

48

394

25.6%

21.0%

16.0%

6.4%

27.3%

21.3%

12.3%

17.7%

472

105

493

311

132

320

389

2,222

Count
% within medium
Count

Riots or demonstrations

Count

Confrontation
between the media
and Trump

Count

Runoff election in
Georgia

Count

Total

AP

CBS
News

1.7%

% within medium

Positioning of parties
and politicians

Others

ABC
News

% within medium

% within medium

% within medium

% within medium
Count
% within medium

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Chi-square tests
Value

df

Asymptotic significance (bilateral)

Pearson chi squared

299,687

a

48

0

Likelihood ratio

314,303

48

0

1.68

1

0.195

Linear to linear association
N of valid cases
a

2,222

Four entries (6.3%) are expected to have a count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.98.

example of this is that ABC (25.6%) reported four times more than CNN (6.4%) on the Senate election in Georgia that
would allow the Democratic Party to take control of the US Senate.
To delve into the mechanisms deployed by the media in the face of the attempt to delegitimize the electoral process,
we studied the angle adopted by the journalistic activity. Thus, the monitoring of the published tweets (Fig. 5) revealed
a commitment by the media to inform and include data that counteract Trump’s discourse on conspiracy and electoral
fraud. This translates into the dissemination of a vast majority of tweets with informative content (80.4%), that is, aimed
at relating current events of general interest (Casals, 2005). In contrast, very few (11.2%) showed an interpretive character or described the relationship of the news with its context, or were opinion pieces (8.4%), that is, messages in which
the journalist takes sides or tries to convince the reader (Núñez-Ladevèze, 1995). The results indicate that these media
are clearly committed to addressing the discourse on electoral fraud promoted by Trump by presenting an objective and
truthful account of the events, relying on verifiable data from reliable sources (Martínez-Albertos, 1989).
If we disaggregate the informational content data by crossing them with the communication medium variable, the
percentages still reflect a strong commitment to information, albeit with different nuances. On the one hand, it should
be noted that, for CNN, the number of publications describing events reduced to 68.2%, since it was also committed to
interpretation (15.8%) and opinion (16.1%). In contrast, the conservative chain Fox News opted almost entirely for the
dissemination of informative tweets (93.9%), without positioning itself in favor of or against Trump’s position. As can be
seen, the media outlets whose audiences have less similar ideology show notable differences. Thus, the chain closest to
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90%
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12.1%
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8.5%

1.0%

80%

16.1%

3.0%
3.0%

8.4%

4.4%

8.4%

9.1%

17.2%

11.2%

78.4%

80.4%

Reuters

Total

15.8%

70%
60%
50%
40%

82.2%

80.0%

93.9%

83.0%

82.5%

68.2%

30%
20%
10%
0%

ABC News

Associated Press

CBS News
Informative

CNN
Interpretative

Fox News

NBC News

Opinion / evaluation

Graph 2. Categorization of informative content by communication medium

the Democrats decides to take sides against Trump’s discourse and provide key information so that its audience can interpret the facts. In contrast, the most conservative media, subject to criticism from Republicans for recognizing Biden’s
victory, defended themselves by opting for an almost exclusively informative account of the events.
Another important aspect when assessing journalistic quality is the source of the information disseminated by the media. This has led to the primary debate in journalism about the reproduction of partisan versions (Dader, 2014) or the
construction of the news according to one’s own version of the story (Epstein, 1975). In the case of the sample studied,
most of the messages related to the electoral process (Fig. 6) are based on information produced by the media itself
(42.3%) and on statements by prestigious political scientists, sociologists, or jurists (18%). In contrast, and to a lesser
extent, their publications focus on statements by Donald Trump (16.5%), Joe Biden (6.3%), or other political leaders
(16.9%). As can be seen, the main tendency is to produce information based on journalistic or expert criteria (60.3%) rather than quotations from authorities (39.7%). In this case, we observe that the media reclaim their role as producers of
information and are committed to objectivity, presenting their own account of the events while ignoring sources linked
to the ruling power.
Breaking down the data for the different media studied reveals that the strategy of giving priority to journalistic information about the electoral process over so-called declarative journalism (Martínez-Nicolás; Humanes, 2012; Munive,
2016) is disrupted especially in the case of Fox News, whose main source is the Republican leader (43.2%) compared
with self-produced tweets (22%). In this case, it could be considered that, despite the rejection of the discourse of electoral fraud, this conservative channel continues to focus on the Republican leader, responding to an audience profile
close to Trump. Faced with this, different strategies are observed in the other communication media to stop the social
100%

9.5%

90%

17.2%

80%

3.8%
8.9%

14.3%

14.0%

16.2%

70%
60%

5.7%

23.1%

12.9%

14.4%

12.8%

2.3%
6.8%

10.6%
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5.5%
18.5%

24.4%
43.2%

5 0%
18.5%

40%
30%

56.1%

54.3%

20%
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22.0%
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Own production
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Experts

13.9%

6.3%
16.5%

17.5%

18.0%

41.4%

42.3%

Reuters

Total

9.8%

34.5%

ABC News

9.0%

16.9%

21.9%

10%
0%

27.0%

18.3%

CNN
Donald Trump

Fox News
Joe Biden

28.1%

NBC News

Other political leaders

Graph 3. Source of the information depending on the communication medium
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Graph 4. Bias coding of the message depending on the communication medium

destabilization generated by Trumpist disinformation. Thus, CNN (6.8%) and ABC
(8.9%) directly ignore Donald Trump’s
discourse, while CBS (23.1%) and Reuters
(18.3%) are committed to broadening the
focus and incorporating a spectrum of
statements from other political leaders
(Amado, 2014). However, it is striking
that the media do not rely on statements
by the Democratic candidate Joe Biden to
address Trump’s conspiracy theories and
fallacy.

Table 6. Diffusion indicators according to information bias
Information bias
Positive

Neutral

Negative

Total

Tweets (total)

57

1,764

401

2,222

Replies (average)

402

367

232

344

Retweets (average)

349

531

404

503

Likes (average)

1,212

1,890

1,467

1,796

Viralization

1,911

2,951

2,275

2,803

402

367

232

344

Debate ability

This analysis of the attitudes of the US
mass media in their treatment of the election leads to the contemplation of political bias as a category to define the
tendency or inclination of a given media outlet towards a particular political cause, with the aim of orienting viewers
towards a concrete ideological position (Gunter, 1997). Considering the character limit on tweets, to analyze the possible bias of the news media regarding Donald Trump, we focus on the use of language or lexical selection (Lee; Solomon,
1990; Fernández-García, 2005; Verdú, 2009) as indicators of the tone of the message.
In line with the previous indicators, it is observed (Fig. 7) that the US media mainly adopt a neutral tone, free of negative
or positive framing, to report on the electoral process (79.4%). However, there are also messages with a negative bias
referring to Trump (18%), compared with the practical absence of tweets in support of his narrative (2.6%). The data reveal that, in this context of social instability marked by misinformation, these media chosen by Twitter as official sources
of information about the election exhibit a commitment to objectivity, truthfulness, and fact checking.
Crossing the bias with the communication medium variable, the data reflect that the conservative chain Fox News is
most committed to neutrality (93.9%), barely publishing messages with a critical bias against the Republican candidate.
In contrast, CBS News (28.6%) and CNN (21.9%) do present a tendency to reject Trump’s delegitimization discourse. This
finding could indicate that the tendency of the conservative media to produce neutral messages, free from frames that
favor or go against Trump’s policy, is a protective measure against Republican attacks, while other media with liberal
ideology use mechanisms based on language and keywords to counter the candidate’s story.
Delving into these data and starting from the combination of bias and dissemination variables for each medium (Table 6)
confirms the greater participation and interactivity of the audience in the face of information of a neutral nature and thus
based on factual information and verified data. The figures indicate that these publications achieve a higher viralization
rate (2,951) compared with those that incorporate negative frames or exhibit rejection of Trump (2,275), or those with
a positive tone, in favor of the leader (1,911). However, the latter generate a greater debate on the social network (402)
compared with posts with a neutral tone (367) and almost twice as much as negative ones (232). This online dynamic of the
media reinforces the commitment to information as a formula to consolidate the verification and veracity of the messages
published on Twitter. Likewise, it responds in some way to the animosity that part of the US electorate has expressed in public opinion polls (Pew Research, 2021; Jones, 2021) against President Trump’s policy of destabilization and disinformation.
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However, all these results must be analyzed in the light
The global and specific data provided by
of the sample studied, which comprises prestigious methe lemmatized semantic analysis reindia with mixed audiences (except Fox News and CNN)
force the theory that the mass media
and framed in the Anglo-Saxon tradition in which an
under study assume the role of arbitraexplicit presence of the editorial line is not part of the
journalistic strategy (Martínez-Albertos, 1984). In any
tors in the electoral contest
case, this possible tendency of conventional media to
present a story based on facts hints at a commitment to democratic health at a time of institutional crisis and disaffection among citizens.
Indicators of discourse and keyword rhetoric
The exploration of the data related to the first 100 keywords with the highest frequency in the published tweets (2,222), as
well as their combinations, indicates that the terms most widely used by the media in their tweets are directly related to the
electoral process. All of this supports the results obtained in the thematic indicators section, since 41 of the 100 most often
repeated words appear to be linked to the presidential election (Trump, president, election, Biden, campaign, or transition),
the count (vote, election, ballot paper, or count), the verification of the results (Electoral College or certification), and the
most tightly disputed states (Georgia, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin, or Arizona).
All this is configured as the main discursive axis of the publications, in addition to a significant frequency of other terms
related to the general political context (Republican, Congress, Capitol, Senate, GOP, Democrat, or Washington). In this
sense, the results suggest that the media construct their messages from a majority of technical words that refer directly
to the electoral process, while avoiding ideological bias.
However, we also identify another series of words with semantic loading that allow the identification of the linguistic
mechanisms used by the media when supporting or fighting the dialog of delegitimization of the election promoted by
Donald Trump and his followers on Twitter. These are linguistic frames that identify the story of the so-called conspiracy
theory (claim, fraud, cancel, or challenge).
However, and thanks to the study of the linguistic combinations allowed by the AntConc software, it is observed that the
media tried to counter Trump’s discourse, especially during the post-election period. This is reflected, for example, in
the fact that the word complaint appears 236 times, in most cases accompanied by the terms false (40), baseless (25),
or unsubstantiated (12). All this is completed with words related to the discourse on the legal process against Trump
(court, lawsuit, Supreme, attorney or judge). However, these terms are reinforced with informational data and messages
referring to the decision of legal bodies to reject Trump’s arguments about electoral fraud.
In line with the verification strategies of the mass media, another series of language frames is frequently used to confront false statements about the illegality of the electoral results.
The metrics also indicate that the media call Joe Biden the President-Elect numerous times (310), linking him to the term
to win on a regular basis (71 out of the 130 times on which it appears). In this way, the media ratify the acceptance of
the Democratic candidate as the winner of the election and justify his legitimacy in the face of public opinion. On the
contrary, it is found that Trump is associated with to lose (on 55 of 104 occasions) and loss (on 40 of the 66 times on
which this word is used).
The global and specific data provided by the lemmatized semantic analysis reinforce the theory that the mass media
under study assume the role of arbitrators in the electoral contest. To this end, they deploy a series of discursive strategies, supported by the use of keywords, that help to build an informative story about the electoral process, stop Trump’s
theory of electoral fraud, and vouch for the results, thus strengthening the commitment of journalism to objectivity,
truthfulness, and transparency.

6. Conclusions
The most recent US presidential election paints a scenario dominated by the denunciation of electoral fraud and conspiracy by Donald Trump on social networks, thus generating a climate of confusion and public distrust in politics, as
confirmed by polls of the electorate (Pérez-Curiel; Domínguez-García; Jiménez-Marín, 2021). The maximum levels of
polarization and conflict coincided with the assault on the Capitol, highlighting the instability of the establishment.
In this regard, the current study confirms a reactivation
on Twitter of certain conventional US media, which converge with a common dynamic to report on the electoral
process and respond somehow to the rhetoric of populism, delegitimization, and disinformation promoted by
Trump (Pérez-Curiel; Rivas-de-Roca; García-Gordillo,
2021). In comparison with the 2016 election, which exhibited lower ranges of online activity from the gene-
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ralist media and a strategy of open confrontation with
Throughout the legislature, the media
the Republican candidate (Rúas-Araújo; Mazaira; Rowitnessed his policy of rejecting the esdríguez-Vázquez, 2018; Pérez-Curiel; Limón-Naharro,
tablishment, Europeanism, and immi2020), the media activity during the 2020 election was
gration, as well as a rhetoric of hoaxes
dedicated to providing information on the election, the
transfer of power, and legal appeals, while avoiding increated around the pandemic
terpretation and opinion. Even the media closest to the
president became involved in a process in which news journalism prevailed over journalism from sources. The neutrality
of the media in the face of information related to Trump and the election process is a constant in the messages posted on
Twitter. As a general rule, they avoid partisan bias and polarization, factors inherent to situations of political and health
crises (Ali; Gatiti, 2020).
After a stage marked by an explosion of social networks and the prominence of new voices that became opinion leaders
(Pérez-Curiel; Limón-Naharro, 2019), fueling the belief among digital users that they can be informed through their
peers without having to resort to professional media (Gil de Zúñiga; Weeks; Ardèvol-Abreu, 2017), the recovery of the
authority of journalism as a way of guaranteeing the credibility of facts in the face of disinformation must be a primary
objective (Carlson, 2017).
Identifying the causes explaining why, in the 2020 election, certain media with positions close to and contrary to Donald
Trump’s decided to report on Twitter about the results of the electoral process and prevent the dissemination of messages related to the fraud discourse of the President, why they present an account of the events based on data, or why
they use expert sources as a verification strategy requires a retrospective of the 2016 US election (Rúas-Araújo; Mazaira;
Rodríguez-Vázquez, 2018). On the one hand, direct attacks from the mainstream media on the fallacy and propaganda
of the leader, alerting the public to the consequences of extreme populism (Pérez-Curiel; Rivas-de-Roca; García-Gordillo, 2021), could not prevent Trump’s victory in the election, which was endorsed by a large majority of voters. On the
other hand, throughout the legislature, the media witnessed his policy of rejecting the establishment, Europeanism
(Mammone, 2009), and immigration (Wodak, 2015), as well as a rhetoric of hoaxes created around the pandemic (Pérez-Curiel; Velasco-Molpeceres, 2020). Finally, the chance to recover an audience hitherto little interested in political
matters (Lee; Xenos, 2019) and which shows signs of confusion caused by misinformation on social networks (Gil de
Zúñiga; Huber; Strauß, 2018) and exhibits an increase in doubt about the demonstrations promoted by Trump on Twitter
constitutes another possible reason encouraging the provision of high-quality information by the media.
The exploration of the results confirms the shared action of the networks and news agencies on Twitter to disseminate
information about the electoral process that counteracts the theory of electoral fraud and delegitimization of Trump (RQ1).
Even networks such as Fox News, which have traditionally supported conservative positions and have shown affinity with
the leader’s discourse, constructed a verified account of the events, thereby facing criticism from the Republican leader.
Faced with the dynamics of the projection of Trump’s messages on the front pages and the reproduction of the fallacy in
their headlines, typical of previous elections, a trend that prioritizes informing about the facts and data journalism rather
than interpretation and opinion is observed. Likewise, declarative journalism (Munive, 2016) favors the selection of expert sources that support the reliability of the process and thereby the constitutional guarantee provided by institutions.
In this sense, the generalist media policy observed on Twitter is characterized by the dissemination of high-quality information, free of bias, using context frames and creating an informative account that confirms the truth for the audience.
Somehow, the media thereby regain their primacy as producers of information and monitor the influence of sources
linked to power. These are indicators of journalistic quality (RQ2), aimed at promoting truthfulness and credibility that,
in the short term, can reverse the climate of disinformation to which citizens are exposed.
To assess the extent to which media action was able to contribute to spreading or deactivating Trump’s conspiracy
theory (RQ3), it is essential to analyze the position of neutrality that prevailed throughout the narrative on the electoral
process. In this regard, the primacy of the political bias inherent to the media is questioned, in turn reversing the theory
of audience confirmation bias (Pennycook; Rand, 2018; Wason, 1960), as a formula to ignore arguments and evidence
that challenge prior beliefs (Salaverría et al., 2020). The results of this study reveal, in crisis situations, the interest of
users in news disseminated by professional media (Gil de Zúñiga; Weeks; Ardèvol-Abreu, 2017), which enjoys higher
viralization rates than other material with a negative or positive tone on the discourse of delegitimization of the election.
As found in other work (Casero-Ripollés, 2020), the public, when faced with a risky information context, opts for information sources with a long history and higher levels of consumption.
In short, during a health crisis with social disruption such as that experienced in the USA, the media implemented a protocol for the production of their own content and acted as disinformation deactivators (Naderi; Hirst, 2018).
With respect to previous investigations, this study proposes an advance in the aim of journalism to act as an alternative to
challenge the uncontrolled production of disinformation. In an electoral context marked by attempts to delegitimize the US
president, the commitment of the conventional media to truthfulness, fact checking, and high quality stands out. Proven
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facts such as the viralization rates achieved by news messages, typical of Anglo-Saxon journalism, are indicators of
support from citizens for the work of the media to inform
against the contamination of the political discourse on
the election.

Even networks such as Fox News, which
have traditionally supported conservative positions and have shown affinity with
the leader’s discourse, constructed a verified account of the events, thereby facing
criticism from the Republican leader

In any case, considering the limitations of this research
approach, such as the Twitter sample selection that proposes media with a mostly generalist profile as official
sources of information on the election, these findings cannot be extrapolated to other media with marked party affinity.
Therefore, they must be interpreted in the light of the exceptional political and communicative context centered on the
2020 US presidential election.
Future lines of research could analyze the role of journalism in the treatment of electoral information, considering the
breadth of the ecosystem of social networks that overcomes the barriers of traditional media outlets, notwithstanding
the process of media hybridization (Chadwick, 2019). From another angle, determining the extent to which citizens value media information to combat the cacophony of voices active on social networks or apply media education strategies
that position them as participatory and critical actors represent new approaches to address the risks of a single discourse
with as yet unpredictable effects on democracy.
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